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DBS’ Takeover of  LVB

The Cabinet on Wednesday approved DBS India’s plan to

take over capital-starved Lakshmi Vilas Bank (LVB)

The merger takes effect on November 27, when the bar on

withdrawals by LVB depositors will be lifted.

The finance ministry has asked the Reserve Bank of India

(RBI) to take action against those responsible for LVB’s

financial debacle, which saw its net worth being eroded

after a fourth of its loans turned sticky



DBS India, the local subsidiary of

Singapore’s DBS Group Holdings, will

invest ₹2,500 crore while the equity and

reserves of the 94-year-old LVB will be

extinguished.

DBS India will get LVB’s 563 branches, 974

ATMs, 2 million depositors and 320,000

borrowers.

All LVB employees will become part of

DBS India at the same terms.



The speedy resolution was in line with the

government's commitment to a clean

banking system while protecting the

interests of depositors and the financial

system.

LVB is the second bank rescued this year

after Yes Bank and the third bailout of a

major deposit-taking institution in 15

months.



NIIF

The Cabinet also approved the ₹6,000-

crore capital infusion in National

Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF)

over 2 years, announced as part of the

AatmaNirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan 3.0.

Information and broadcasting minister

Prakash Javadekar said the NIIF

investment approval was “an important

decision”



The Centre has allocated Rs 2,000 crore

for the current fiscal, an official statement

said.

However, in view of the unprecedented

financial situation and availability of limited

fiscal space due to Covid-19, the proposed

amount may be disbursed only if there is

readiness and demand for debt raising, it

said.



Under the NIIF, two firms, Aseem

Infrastructure Finance Ltd (AIFL) and NIIF

Infrastructure Finance Limited (NIIF-IFL)

will mobilise the funds, the minister said.

While AIFL will finance under-construction

greenfield and brownfield projects with

less than a year of operations, NIIFIFL will

finance mature operating assets by helping

infrastructure investors replace high-cost

bank finance with cheaper finance post-

commissioning, the statement said.



NIIF-IFL is an AAA rated company while

AIFL is rated AA.

The NIIF debt platform will invest equity of

₹7,000 crore equity while about Rs 1 lakh

crore will be mobilised through global bond

markets to make ₹1.1 lakh crore available

for infrastructure projects in the first

tranche, Javadekar said.



Reduce Stamp Duty

The government has recommended that all

states consider reducing stamp duties to

push real estate activity, generate more

revenue and foster economic growth.

Since land is a state subject, the decision

on tweaking stamp duty for property

registrations lies with the respective state

governments.



Some states like Maharashtra — which has

sizeable property market — have already

announced a cut in stamp duty and the

move has resulted in higher property sales

and registrations.

Maharashtra has reduced stamp duty from

5% to 2% up to December end and to 3% for

the January-March period.

Karnataka, too, has reduced stamp duty

from 5% to 3% for properties priced

between ₹21 lakh and ₹35 lakh.



Real estate contributes around 7% to

India’s GDP and we are looking at this

growing to 14-15% in future.

Over 5.5 crore people are engaged in real

estate-related work.

Durga Shanker Mishra, secretary, Ministry

of Housing and Urban Affairs also said the

government was ready with the Model

Tenancy Law that would bolster rental

housing across the country.



Green Energy

India is already among the world’s top renewable energy

producers with investments of more than ₹4.7 lakh crore in

the sector during the last six years.

Renewable energy sector in India & our ambitious targets

will translate into an investment opportunity of ₹1 lakh

crore per year over the next decade

Countries with impressive renewable energy capacities

and experience are keen to partner with India



UK, Germany, France, Australia, Denmark,

and Maldives — will be partners in the

Global Renewable Energy Investment

Meeting and Expo (RE-Invest) which Prime

Minister Narendra Modi will inaugurate

Over 200 manufacturers, developers and

investors engaged in the clean energy

sector will also be speaking at the event.
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Do you know? 

Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of the gift of knowledge”
So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 


